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1. Introduction

1.1 Animated Facial Expressions

Face-to-face communication between humans is arguably the most nat-

ural way of communication to us, yet it is immensely rich and nuanced,

and hard to understand entirely. Whenever meeting other people, we au-

tomatically make several conclusions based on nonverbal signals, such as

their posture, movement and facial expressions.

Similarly, when seeing animated characters in movies, games or virtual

environments, we interpret their body language and facial expressions in

complex ways. Facial expressions especially are thought to affect the emo-

tions which we attribute to a person or a character. A face of an animated

human-like character will always send a message about the emotions of

the character. Understanding how people perceive synthetic facial expres-

sions is essential to give animators the control over this message.

Progress in the fields of computer graphics and artificial intelligence

means that more and more realistic virtual humans can be created, and

that communication between a human and a machine can mimic human-

to-human communication in much more detail. This increases the possi-

bilities of an animator, but it also increases the need for understanding

how people perceive the smaller and smaller details in nonverbal commu-

nication of the characters.

Although technological advances allow more and more realistic human-

like characters, for many practical applications a less realistic style will

continue to be more appropriate. Besides being easier to implement, a less

realistic style is also thought to be useful because it allows more artistic

freedom. How much this artistic freedom can be used to enhance emo-

tional communication on different levels of realism is not yet fully known.
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Introduction

1.2 Objectives and Scope

The purpose of this thesis is to find out how facial expressions of virtual

characters should be created so that they would be able to express a rich

variety of different emotions and emotional intensities. Specifically, the

focus is on blended facial expressions of basic emotions and exaggerated

facial expressions. The thesis answers to the following research questions:

1. How can synthetic blends of facial expressions of basic emotions be cre-

ated without reducing the magnitude of the basic expressions? (Publi-

cation I)

2. How do people perceive synthetic basic emotion blends: are they per-

ceived as basic emotions, mixed emotions or complex emotions? (Publi-

cation II)

3. How can exaggeration be used for images of facial expressions with

varying levels of realism to produce optimal emotional expressivity?

(Publication III)

4. When exaggerated facial expressions are perceived as strange, is the

emotional response positive or negative? (Publication IV)

Figure 1.1 shows how the four publications in this thesis relate to each

other and the wider context. Publications I and II study creating and

perceiving blended expressions of basic emotions. Publications III and IV

study perception of, and reaction to, exaggerated facial expressions.

In the field of producing computer animation (the first column in Fig. 1.1),

the scope of this thesis is limited to how facial expressions of basic emo-

Figure 1.1. The context of the publications in this thesis
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tion blends can be animated. The thesis does not consider different an-

imation or rendering methods, animation of other body parts except the

face, animation of speech, or transitions between different facial expres-

sions. The methods of producing exaggeration in computer animation are

also beyond the scope of this thesis.

In the field of perceiving facial expressions (the second column in Fig. 1.1),

this thesis focuses on which emotions people attribute to virtual charac-

ters whose facial expressions are blends of basic emotion expressions, and

on the other hand, how exaggeration affects the intensity and strangeness

of perceived facial expressions.

The viewers’ reactions to facial expressions (the third column in Fig. 1.1)

are considered only in relation to exaggerated expressions. The focus is

on finding out the relationship between the perceived strangeness of a

facial expression and the emotional reaction of the viewer. The thesis does

not cover the emotional reaction to blended expressions, or the emotional

reaction to facial expressions in a natural context.

Also beyond the scope of this thesis are gestures, speech and speech-

related facial movements, cognitive models and artificial intelligence, and

temporal characteristics of facial movements.

1.3 Thesis Structure

This thesis introduces the research reported in Publications I–IV. Chap-

ter 2 focuses on how blends of facial expressions of basic emotions can

be created, and how they are perceived. This research was published in

Publications I and II. Chapter 3 is about exaggeration in facial anima-

tion, strangeness as a possible outcome of exaggeration, and emotional

reactions to strangeness, which were studied in Publications III and IV.

Finally, implications and limitations of the thesis are discussed in Chap-

ter 4.
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2. Blending Facial Expressions

2.1 Facial Expressions of Emotions

When animated characters are used in games, movies or virtual applica-

tions, expression of emotions is a very important feature that can make

the character believable and lifelike [9, 109]. Arguably, a character will

appear more lifelike and engaging if it can mimic the expression of a wide

range of human emotions. To create effective animation of facial expres-

sions, we need understanding of how emotions are perceived from human

faces and virtual faces.

2.2 Emotion Models

When facial animation is used for the purpose of expressing scripted emo-

tions, a useful conceptualization of emotion is needed. The most common

emotion models used in emotion research are the basic emotions view [34]

and the dimensional view [98].

The basic emotions theory [34] suggests that there are six fundamental

facial expressions that are expressed and recognised similarly in all cul-

tures: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness and surprise. The corresponding

emotions are called basic emotions. Whether these emotions are actu-

ally more basic than others has, however, been a subject of an intense

debate [84, 5]. Also the idea of six fundamental facial expressions has

been criticised in many ways. It has been argued that the six basic ex-

pressions are not universal after all [41, 52], or not easily described with

a single label [58], and that interpretation of facial expressions depends

on context [45]. On the other hand, some studies have found evidence for

other potentially universal displays of emotion, such as contempt [32, 75],
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embarrassment [60, 61], shame [61], and love [43]. A recent study iden-

tified 22 different emotional expressions, but also found variability across

participants and systematic cultural differences in expressing these emo-

tions [20].

In contrast to the basic emotions view, the dimensional view on emo-

tion states that emotion can be best understood as a point in a coordinate

system defined by certain emotional attributes. The most common mod-

els use the dimensions of valence (pleasure) and arousal [97] or pleasure,

arousal and dominance [77]. A four-dimensional model has also been sug-

gested with the additional dimension of unpredictability [38].

Most facial animation system have traditionally been based on the ex-

pression of six basic emotions, but the dimensional approach has also been

adopted for some models to create a wider range of emotional displays in-

stead of only six separate expressions. As the dimensional theories do not

usually specify how facial expressions should be mapped to different emo-

tions, the dimensional facial animation models often also utilise the basic

emotions theory. The expressions of basic emotions are typically mapped

on the used dimensions, and intermediate expressions are created by in-

terpolating the closest basic emotions [2, 4, 76, 95, 100, 116], although the

mapping between facial actions and emotional dimensions has been stud-

ied without the connection to the basic emotions [12] and facial expression

dimensions have also been studied without emotion labels [100].

2.3 Facial Expressions of Virtual Characters

2.3.1 Facial Animation Techniques

Physiologically, a facial expression is primarily a deformation of facial

skin under the influence of facial muscles. While facial expressions of

less realistic characters can be animated using a simple texture-mapping

method, usually a three-dimensional deformable facial model is required

when there is a need for realistic facial expressions. The first animated

three-dimensional facial model was created by Parke in 1974 [87]. Over

time, facial animation techniques have developed to a high level, but ani-

mating believable facial expressions is still considered a difficult task.

Performance capture methods [118, 117, 17] can produce very natural

facial expressions by capturing the motion of a real human face, but edit-
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ing of the animation is not simple. For interactive applications, control-

lability is easier to achieve using a parameterised model. Facial Action

Coding System (FACS) [33] is a commonly used parameterisation of facial

actions that is based on coding the muscle activity of a real face.

As for applying facial animation to a character, the most common tech-

nique is blendshape animation, which considers a facial expression as a

linear combination of target faces [69]. Weights of the linear combination

are varied to produce a desired facial display. This method allows ani-

mating different facial expressions with little computation. An alterna-

tive approach is physically-based facial modeling, which is computation-

ally heavier, but can produce more realistic facial shapes and motions by

modeling real facial structures. The first model with facial muscles and

deformable skin was created by Platt and Badler [91], and Terzopoulos

and Waters [108] developed a more advanced model with more realistic

muscles and a trilayer facial tissue model. This kind of model has been

developed further by Zhang, Prakash and Sung [123, 124, 125].

Recent advances in facial animation include techniques such as com-

bining blendshape animation with physically-based animation [6, 62] to

produce natural facial movements efficiently, creating real-time dynamic

avatar based on images of the user [18] and generating facial expressions

from audio input [54].

2.3.2 Creating an Expressive Facial Model

Publication I introduces a physically-based facial model, which is primar-

ily based on the model by Zhang et al. [124]. Parameterisation of facial

actions uses Facial Action Coding System [33], which defines the mus-

cle actions of the face and the prototypical expressions of basic emotions.

The facial model includes deformable skin tissue and muscles for facial

actions.

The deformable skin tissue was modeled as a two-layer cross-strutted

cubic lattice that acts as a mass-spring-damper system. The bottom nodes

of the lattice are fixed to facial bones, while the other nodes can move

under the influence of muscle forces.

Two kinds of muscles were implemented: linear and sphincter muscles.

A linear muscle has an insertion point in the skin (in this case the bottom

nodes of the top layer of cubical elements) and an attachment point fixed

to the skull. A linear muscle contraction was implemented as a force that

draws all nodes within a certain distance of the insertion point towards
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anger disgust fear joy sadness surprise

Figure 2.1. Expressions of basic emotions generated using our model
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Figure 2.2. Perception of the expressions of basic emotions on our virtual model com-
pared to a natural human face. Numbers indicate how strongly each emotion
was perceived in each facial expression on scale from 0 to 100.

the attachment point. Sphincter muscles around the mouth and the eyes

were implemented as forces that draw the skin nodes towards the center

of an ellipse.

In general, each muscle in the model corresponds to one Action Unit

in Facial Action Coding System. The facial model is controlled by giving

Action Unit values for the muscles. Each value defines how strong the

force that the muscle exerts on the mass-spring damper system is, and the

mass-spring damper system seeks equilibrium under all muscle forces.

The facial expressions of basic emotions were modelled by using Action

Unit combinations defined by the Facial Action Coding System.

Figure 2.1 shows the expressions of basic emotions created using our

model. Validation of our model’s expressions of basic emotions was re-

ported in Publication II. Figure 2.2 shows how our virtual expressions

were perceived in comparison to the same expressions on a natural face.

The natural facial expressions were selected from one actor in Ekman and

Friesen’s Pictures of Facial Affect collection [31]. The confusion matrix

shows that the most common confusion was between fear and surprise. A

recognition score analysis (reported in detail in Publication II) indicates

that all expressions except fear were recognised correctly from the vir-

tual face, and all expressions except fear and sadness were recognised
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correctly from the natural face. Thus, while our model’s fear expression

was not ideal, the overall performance of the model is comparable to a

real human. The results of this comparison are congruent with previous

research, which has shown that a confusion between fear and surprise is

common for synthetic faces [36, 110] but also for natural faces [27, 115],

and also that the expression of sadness is often better recognised from a

synthetic face [25, 44, 110].

2.4 Emotion Blends

Although an animated character with only six separate facial expressions

may be suitable for some purposes, it is still very limited compared to

a real human. To increase the emotional believability of a character, it

is important to search for ways to increase the richness of emotional ex-

pression. Emotional expression can be enriched in several ways, such as

adding random variation to facial displays or deliberately designing dif-

ferent variants of basic expressions such as a polite smile and an excited

smile. This work attempts to broaden the range of emotional expressions

by blending the basic emotions as an attempt to express a mixture of two

or more basic emotions. These kinds of expressions of complex emotions

have been shown to increase the perceived empathy of a conversational

agent [79].

Blending expressions is reasonable, as two emotions can be experienced

together, for example happiness and sadness [66], or amusement and dis-

gust [46]. It has even been suggested that many complex emotional states

are mixtures of two or more basic emotions, for example smugness could

be seen as a mixture of joy and disgust [30, 28]. It has also been shown

that many combinations of basic emotions, such as "happily disgusted"

and "sadly surprised", have visually distinctive facial expressions that in-

clude muscle actions of both basic emotions [24, 23].

The ability of a virtual agent to express simultaneous basic emotions

might be useful in many situations. For instance, if a virtual sales as-

sistant has to inform the customer that a product is sold out, it might be

appropriate to express a hint of sadness while maintaining a polite smile.

Likewise, a virtual tutor’s appropriate response to an exceptionally good

performance should perhaps include both joy, to give immediate positive

feedback, and surprise, to emphasise that the student has exceeded ex-

pectations.
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2.5 Generating Facial Expression Blends

In previous research, several methods have been used to blend facial ex-

pressions of basic emotions. As mentioned in Section 2.2, some facial an-

imation systems consider the basic emotions as points in a two- or three-

dimensional coordinate system, and interpolate the intermediate expres-

sions. This method does not produce blends of all basic emotions, and thus

for example a mixture of joy and sadness can not be produced.

Another approach for blending is to use different areas of the face to

convey different emotions [11, 74, 80, 86, 88]. However, this method can

be problematic when either eye or mouth region is essential for conveying

both basic emotions, or when both eye and mouth region are essential

for one emotion. This is not a problem for asymmetric blends where one

emotion is displayed on the right side of the face and another emotion on

the left side [1], but that blending method may not suit all combinations

of emotions.

Blends have also been produced by averaging the facial features be-

tween all pairs of basic emotions [85, 22]. The problem is that averaging

makes most facial features milder, and not necessarily anatomically cor-

rect. To preserve the intensity of the expressed emotions, additive meth-

ods have been suggested [89].

Publication I introduces an additive method for blending expressions of

basic emotions. The idea of the method is to sum up all muscle actions

in both expressions to create a compound expression. As muscle forces in

the model are represented by Action Unit values, each Action Unit value

in the blend is the sum of the corresponding values in the two basic emo-

tions. Thus, both basic emotions are still expressed with full intensity in

the compound expression, and the resultant expression still looks natu-

ral because the facial tissue can only be stretched within natural limits.

Figure 2.3 shows the blends produced using our model.

2.6 Perception of Facial Expression Blends

2.6.1 Perception of Blends on Natural Faces

Perception of facial expression blends has been studied mostly using stim-

uli based on photographs, with varying results. The results of Young et

al. [120] indicate that blended facial expressions are perceived categor-
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anger+ anger+ anger+ anger+ anger+
disgust fear joy sadness surprise

disgust+ disgust+ disgust+ disgust+ fear+
fear joy sadness surprise joy

fear+ fear+ joy+ joy+ sadness+
sadness surprise sadness surprise surprise

Figure 2.3. All pairwise blends of expressions of basic emotions generated using our
model
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ically as discrete basic emotions. However, later studies have provided

counterevidence for categorical perception [103, 39], and it has even been

argued that since blended expressions are more common in real life, they

are also more recognizable than pure emotions [65]. When photographs of

acted basic emotion blends are presented with a list of alternatives includ-

ing basic emotions and basic emotion pairs, people can correctly recognise

most of the pairwise blends between basic emotions [81, 82, 23].

Using manipulated photographs, de Bonis et al. [21] have shown that

sometimes an artificial blend of two expressions of basic emotions can be

perceived as a third emotion. For example the combination of fear on

the upper part of the face and happiness on the lower part was perceived

as admiration, whereas the combination of happiness on the upper part

of the face and fear on the lower part produced perceptions of contempt,

anger, and distantness.

2.6.2 Perception of Blends on Synthetic Faces

In Publication II, we report a systematic study of how people perceive syn-

thetic blends of basic emotions. As the role of dynamics has been found

to be important for identifying facial expressions particularly from syn-

thetic characters [57], we used short video clips depicting the transition

from a neutral expression to a peak expression as stimuli. The study

was conducted as a series of online questionnaires that were designed to

test whether the blends are perceived as pure basic emotions, mixed basic

emotions or separate complex emotions.

In the first questionnaire, the participants rated the emotional content

of each facial expression using six sliders, one for each basic emotion.

They were also asked to list any other emotion words that described their

perception of each facial expression. Further questionnaires were then

used to explore the relationship between the words and the facial expres-

sions.

Perception as Pure Basic Emotions

First, we tested whether the blends were perceived as pure basic emo-

tions (as predicted by categorical perception hypothesis). A blend was

considered to be recognised as a basic emotion if participants consistently

gave highest rating for a single basic emotion. Using this criterion, five

blends were perceived as pure basic emotions: Anger+disgust was per-

ceived as anger, anger+sadness as sadness, disgust+sadness as sadness,
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fear+surprise as surprise and sadness+surprise as surprise.

Perception as Mixed Basic Emotions

The second test was whether any of the blends were reliably perceived

as combinations of two basic emotions. The criterion here was that the

two target emotions consistently receive higher ratings than any of the

other emotions. Using this criterion, only the blend of joy and surprise

was perceived as a mixture of those two basic emotions.

Perception as Complex Emotions

After listing all the words that were mentioned by participants in the

first questionnaire, a series of online questionnaires was used to test

how accurately each word describes the corresponding facial expression.

First two questionnaires were used to narrow down the list of expression-

emotion pairs, and the last stage included two questions that determined

the strength of the association between the expression and the emotion

word. As this method requires a large number of individual evaluations,

a crowdsourcing platform CrowdFlower was used to collect the data. This

choice enabled us to collect a large number of evaluations with reasonable

effort, although it also meant that the effects of demographic variables

could not be controlled for. Figure 2.4 shows the process and the results.

The expression-emotion pairs in the final box are those with a strong con-

nection.

The results in Publication II indicate that synthetic blends of basic emo-

tions are often not unanimously perceived as combinations of two basic

emotions, but instead, perceptions of other, complex emotions emerge in

many cases. A blend of surprise with any emotion with negative valence is

often perceived as shock, and many other complex emotions are perceived

in blends of one emotion with positive valence and one with negative va-

lence. These results emphasise the importance of blending also opposite

emotional states, not only adjacent ones. The results also indicate that if

a virtual human is capable of expressing the six basic emotions, its range

of emotional expressions can be expanded by blending the expressions of

basic emotions.
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2.

1. Does this complex emotion word describe this expression at all?

Does this complex emotion word describe this expression more 
accurately than the other complex emotion words?

3.

Does this complex emotion 
word describe the blend 
more accurately than either 
of the corresponding basic 
emotion words?

Is the blend better in 
communicating this complex 
emotion than either of the 
corresponding basic 
expressions? 

BLENDS PERCEIVED AS COMPLEX EMOTIONS
joy + sadness = apologetic
joy + sadness = ambiguous
joy + sadness = shame
joy + anger = malicious joy
joy + disgust = malicious joy
joy + anger = revengeful
surprise + sadness = shock
surprise + anger = shock

BLENDS PERCEIVED AS COMPLEX EMOTIONS
joy + sadness = apologetic
joy + sadness = ambiguous
joy + sadness = shame
joy + anger = malicious joy
joy + disgust = malicious joy
joy + anger = revengeful
surprise + sadness = shock
surprise + anger = shock

Yes (selected more often than by chance)

Yes (selected more often than by chance)

Yes to BOTH questions (p < 0.05)

Figure 2.4. Stages of determining whether a complex emotion word describes a facial
expression blend.
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3. Exaggerating Facial Expressions

3.1 Exaggeration as an Animation Principle

To create a virtual character with lively emotional expressions, we need

to consider not only the number of emotions it can express, but also the

intensity of emotions conveyed. In traditional animation, animators of-

ten follow Disney’s 12 basic principles of animation [109] to ensure that

characters are lively and engaging. These guidelines are also recognised

in 3D computer animation [68] and robotics [96, 42, 106]. As one of these

principles, exaggeration is specifically suitable for intensifying emotional

expression. Non-realistic animation is thought to allow expanding the

range of facial motion to create more extreme versions of same motions, as

well as extending motion to face parts or items that would not realistically

move, such as a cap flying above the head when the character expresses

surprise [99]. Methods of exaggeration include linear extrapolation of fa-

cial parameters and using designed samples [100]. Exaggeration has been

shown to improve robot facial expressions [96, 121] and increase the felt

positive affect and social presence in communication with avatars [83].

Moreover, studies using manipulated photographs [10, 15, 16] and point-

light displays [94] have shown that exaggeration increases the perceived

intensity of emotion.

3.2 The Uncanny Valley

Modern animation and rendering techniques enable increasingly realistic

animated characters. While very simple facial displays are sufficient for

emotion recognition [102], increased realism of a human-like agent can

increase the perceived quality of social interaction between the agent and
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Figure 3.1. The uncanny valley. Adapted from Mori’s illustration [78].

a human [119]. However, when creating realistic human animation, the

concept of uncanny valley is relevant. The uncanny valley theory [78] pre-

dicts that while familiarity and likability generally increase with increas-

ing realism, there is a sudden dip in emotional response when approach-

ing perfect human-likeness, to the extent that an almost-perfect human

can appear eerie, frightening and appalling. Figure 3.1 illustrates the re-

lationship between human likeness and emotional response as predicted

by the uncanny valley theory.

While originally presented in the context of human-like robots, the un-

canny valley theory is currently often discussed in the context of animated

characters. For example, films such as The Polar Express, Beowulf, Final

Fantasy and Mars Needs Moms have been criticised for uncanny human-

like characters [26, 93, 114]. Animators and designers are generally ad-

vised to choose a less realistic style if they intend to create pleasant and

likable characters [40, 78] and a more realistic style if they pursue a

frightening or horrifying effect [112].

It has been suggested that the uncanny valley effect arises when a char-

acter’s resemblance to a real human evokes our expectations for interact-

ing with a human, but the character fails to fulfil these expectations [73].

The character may appear distorted if the realism of some details does not

match the overall realism. For example, abnormally large eyes are consid-

ered to be more uncanny on a realistic face than an unrealistic face [104].

On the other hand, reduced emotional expressivity by limiting movement

on a part of a face has also been shown to increase uncanniness [110, 114],

and it has been suggested that the eeriness of some animated movie char-

acters may be caused by insufficient facial movement that prevents the
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viewers from relating to the character emotionally [114]. Also real hu-

man actors can be perceived as uncanny if their acting is either monotonic

and unemotional or unnaturally emotional and theatrical [13]. A cartoon

character may appear lifeless and eerie even when it mimics human mo-

tion very faithfully and without any exaggeration [109], perhaps because

the perceived emotional intensity is reduced when motion is transferred

to a less realistic character. Thus, the exaggeration level of facial expres-

sions of emotion has to be chosen carefully, as too little exaggeration may

induce a lifeless uncanny appearance, and on the other hand too much

exaggeration may give rise to a distorted uncanny appearance.

3.3 Exaggeration and Avoiding the Uncanny Valley

Publication III introduces a study of how exaggeration affects the percep-

tion of facial expressions on different levels of realism. It is a common

belief in the animation community that less realistic characters can, and

should, be exaggerated more than highly realistic characters, but how ex-

aggeration affects the perceived intensity and strangeness on different

levels of realism had not been measured experimentally. On the other

hand, also contradictory advice exists: It has been suggested that to im-

prove perceptions of intelligence and likability, the facial expressions of

realistic characters should be exaggerated and the expressions of cartoon

characters should be damped [50].

The goal of our study was to systematically explore how exaggeration of

emotional facial expressions affects the perceived intensity of emotion on

different levels of character realism, and when exaggeration causes un-

canniness. The study was conducted as an online questionnaire in which

participants evaluated facial expressions on six levels of realism and six

levels of expression magnitude. Figure 3.2 shows some of the stimulus

images. Figure 3.3 shows how the emotional intensity and strangeness

ratings varied with the magnitude of expression and level of realism. The

following hypotheses were confirmed:

1. The perceived intensity of an emotion increases when the realism of

the face increases.

2. The perceived intensity of an emotion increases when the magnitude of

the facial expression increases.
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Figure 3.2. Stimulus images of the expression of happiness in Publication 3. The rows
show the six levels of realism and the columns show the six levels of the
magnitude of the facial expression. Images REA6 NEU, REA6 MILD and
REA6 FULL are from the TKK video sequence collection [55], and all other
images are based on them.
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Figure 3.3. Mean ratings of (a) intensity and (b) strangeness by level of realism.

3. The perceived strangeness of a facial expression increases with the

magnitude of the facial expression when exaggeration is used.

4. The perceived strangeness of a facial expression increases with the

level of realism when exaggeration is used.

The results indicate that while exaggeration effectively increases per-

ceived emotional intensity, it also increases perceived strangeness, espe-

cially when a realistic style is used. Thus, too much exaggeration can

cause an uncanny, distorted appearance in realistic characters. On the

other hand, too little exaggeration for less realistic characters may re-

duce the perceived emotional intensity of their expressions, which can

give them an uncanny, lifeless appearance. These results are partly simi-

lar to the results reported by Hyde et al. [51], which showed that exagger-

ation can decrease the perceived naturalness of a realistic character. In

their study, damping decreased the perceived intensity of emotion, but ex-

aggeration did not significantly increase the intensity. Furthermore, the

relationship between decreasing emotional intensity and decreasing real-

ism was also found in another, more recent study [122], which, however,

did not include exaggeration.

One goal of our study was to determine the optimal level of exagger-

ation for each level of realism. Figure 3.4 shows perceived strangeness

plotted against perceived intensity of emotion. This graph shows that for

each level of realism, perceived strangeness remains low as long as the

perceived intensity of emotion is on the natural range. After the natural

maximum intensity is reached, however, strangeness ratings start to rise.
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Figure 3.4. Perceived strangeness plotted against perceived intensity of emotion. The
white area represents the range of emotional intensities that can be ex-
pressed by a natural face without exaggeration. The gray area represents
intensities that are beyond the natural range.

Based on this observation, our conclusion is that the optimal expressivity

for each level of realism is reached when facial expressions are exagger-

ated to the level of emotional intensity of real human expressions, but

not beyond. Regarding the exaggeration and realism levels used in our

experiment, the exaggeration level EX1 would be most suitable for the

more realistic characters, and EX2 for the less realistic characters. For

the least realistic character REA1, even the level EX3 could be used.

3.4 The Positive Side of The Uncanny Valley

3.4.1 Emotional Reactions to Uncanniness in Previous
Research

The uncanny valley, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1, is a theory about the rela-

tionship between two traits of a robot or a character: human likeness and

affinity. However, even though the uncanny valley has been a subject of a

number of studies, it is still not entirely clear how these two dimensions

should be understood [56]. The definition of affinity was vague in Mori’s

original paper [19, 56], and different studies have measured this dimen-

sion in different ways. Mori’s original Japanese term shinwakan (親和感)

for the y-axis has been translated to affinity [78], familiarity [70] or lika-
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bility [7, 8], and Mori’s word for the negative y-axis, bukimi (不気味), has

been translated to eeriness [47], creepiness or strangeness [48].

Empirical uncanny studies are often based on participants evaluating

certain traits of characters, such as strangeness-familiarity [73, 112, 113,

111], eeriness [73, 72, 92], and acceptability [90]. Most studies have not

measured the emotional reaction elicited by the stimuli, but it has gen-

erally been assumed that eeriness would be associated with negatively

valenced emotions, such as fear and disgust. There are empirical results

that support this assumption, showing that uncanniness is generally as-

sociated with negative emotions, such as fear, shock, disgust and nervous-

ness, and not associated with positive emotions, such as happiness, relax-

ation, love and amazement [48]. However, amusement was not among the

emotions that were studied.

3.4.2 Measuring Emotional Reactions

In Publication IV, we introduce a study that measured the emotional re-

actions elicited by pictures of facial expressions. The stimuli were the

same images that were used in Publication III, and thus their perceived

strangeness had already been measured previously. The goal of this study

was to determine whether the perceived strangeness is associated with a

negative emotional response, as previous literature would predict, or a

positive emotional response.

The emotional response elicited by the stimuli was evaluated by measur-

ing the participants’ facial muscle activity using electromyography (EMG)

and subjective feelings using a self-assessment questionnaire. EMG is

useful in differentiating emotional valence [14], and self-assessment with

multiple alternative emotions allows to differentiate between specific pos-

itive and negative emotions.

We evaluated emotional valence by measuring the activation of the fa-

cial muscles zygomaticus major and corrugator supercilii. Zygomaticus

major is the muscle that raises the corners of the mouth to produce a

smile, and it is usually associated with positive valence [64, 67, 107].

Corrugation supercilii, in turn, produces a frown by lowering the inner

part of eyebrows and bringing them closer to each other. The activa-

tion of corrugator supercilii has a negative correlation with emotional va-

lence [64, 67, 107].

As a self-assessment measure we used a multiple-choice questionnaire

with the options happy, sad, angry, fearful, disgusted, surprised and amused.
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The results of this questionnaire were used to verify the EMG results as

well as to gain deeper insight to specific positive or negative emotions that

were experienced by the participants.

3.4.3 Strangeness Associated with Positive Emotions

The results presented in Publication IV show that the participants’ emo-

tional reactions to strange images were positive rather than negative.

Both EMG and self-assessment results support this interpretation.

The results of the EMG measurements are illustrated in Fig. 3.5. There

was a significant positive correlation between perceived strangeness and

activation of zygomaticus major for all facial expressions, and a signifi-

cant negative correlation between strangeness and activation of corruga-

tor supercilii for happy expressions. For angry and surprised expressions

there was no significant correlation between strangeness and activation

of corrugator supercilii. Thus, the EMG measurements failed provide ev-

idence for any association between negative emotions and strangeness,

but instead provided quite strong evidence for positive emotions associ-

ated with strangeness. Based on our EMG measurements only, we can’t

differentiate between happiness and amusement, as the Duchenne smile

is involved in expressing both emotions [29, 105].

The results of the self-assessment questionnaire, as illustrated in Fig. 3.6,

support the interpretation that strangeness was associated with positive

emotions more than negative emotions. Relatively strong positive correla-

tion between strangeness and reported amusement reveals that the most

likely emotion induced by the strange images was amusement. In line

with expectations, fear and disgust were also found to have a significant,

although weak, positive correlation with strangeness.
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Figure 3.5. Activation of facial muscles plotted against strangeness.
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All in all, the results in Publication IV indicate that contrary to a gen-

eral assumption made in previous literature, the emotional response to

perceived strangeness of a human-like character is not always primarily

negative, but instead, the most prominent emotional response can be also

positive, such as amusement. A recent study has found a somewhat re-

lated result, where a consultation with a computer-animated doctor was

found to be more enjoyable and more persuasive than a real consultation,

although the computer-animated doctor had been evaluated as more eerie

than the real one [71]. The amusing and funny aspects of uncanny char-

acters have been largely overlooked in the uncanny valley literature, but

as these studies indicate, sometimes the positive aspects might be even

more prominent than negative aspects.
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4. Discussion

4.1 Theoretical Implications

This thesis contributes to the research of facial expressions of animated

characters in the areas of blending facial expressions, exaggerating facial

expressions and the uncanny valley.

In the area of blending facial expressions, this thesis introduces an

additive method that produces natural expressions without diluting the

original expressions. Our study of facial expression blends was the first

one that systematically explored for all pairwise blends of basic emotions

whether they are perceived as pure basic emotions, combinations of basic

emotions or separate complex emotions. We found that the blends were

generally not perceived strictly as combinations of two basic emotions, but

instead, some of the blends elicit perceptions of complex emotions. The re-

sults can contribute to understanding the perception of facial expressions

in general, not only synthetic expressions.

In the area of exaggeration of facial expressions, it has been a general

practice that less realistic characters are exaggerated more than more

realistic characters. It has also been known that more realistic characters

may more easily look strange when exaggerated. However, it has not

been previously known how the perceived intensity of emotion changes

when the same facial expression is displayed on several levels of realism,

and how much the perceived intensity of emotion can be increased by

exaggeration. The results in this thesis show that the perceived intensity

of a facial expression decreases with the decrease of realism, that the

perceived intensity can be increased to the level of a natural full facial

expression, and that further exaggeration beyond the maximum natural

intensity causes a perception of strangeness.
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To uncanny valley research, the contribution of this thesis is that con-

trary to a common view, perception of strangeness or eeriness is not al-

ways primarily associated with negative emotions, such as fear and dis-

gust. We have shown that there are situations in which the most promi-

nent emotion aroused is amusement. Previous research in the field of

uncanny valley has not always considered this possibility, but future re-

search should do so in order to avoid incorrect conclusions.

In Publication IV, we concluded that the reaction to strangeness was

primarily positive, based on relatively high number of people reporting

amusement, and measured smiling for strange faces. However, also fear

and disgust correlated positively with strangeness, although they were

reported less often than amusement. Sometimes strong negative emo-

tions can also induce a smile—it has been suggested that smiling may

serve a positive self-regulatory function in distressing emotional circum-

stances, such as seeing something intensely disgusting [3]. In this case,

frequently reported amusement was likely to be the source of smiles, but

a further, interesting question would be whether amusement itself was

aroused as a self-regulatory function to relieve the negative emotions

caused by strangeness. The reaction to uncanny images may involve a

quite complex emotional experience, and further studies on the nature of

this experience would perhaps be essential to understanding the uncanny

valley phenomenon.

4.2 Practical Implications

The results of this thesis can be used to develop animated characters with

a great variety of facial expressions expressed in a natural manner. This

can increase the likability and usefulness of the characters.

The method for creating and blending facial expressions can be directly

utilised in facial animation to produce anatomically correct facial expres-

sions with two or more simultaneous full-intensity facial expressions. The

obtained knowledge of the perception of blends can be utilised when there

is a need to communicate a certain emotion using a virtual face. For ex-

ample, to communicate shame, one might want to use a blend of facial

expressions of joy and sadness. However, our results also imply that con-

textual information may be necessary for the blend to be unambiguously

recognised as an expression of shame.

Our results regarding the intensity of emotion on different levels of
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character realism suggest that if an animator does not want diluted emo-

tional intensity or strange appearance, they should use a level of exagger-

ation that is appropriate for the chosen level of realism. For less realistic

characters, more exaggeration is needed for reaching the same emotional

intensity, but exaggeration beyond the natural maximum intensity may

not be possible without creating a strange appearance. However, this re-

search does not take a stand on whether higher emotional intensities can

be communicated using additional cues and/or special effects in combina-

tion with exaggerated facial expressions.

Previous literature about the uncanny valley has generally recommended

that strangeness and eeriness of animated characters should be avoided

when the intent is to induce positive feelings in the viewers [40, 78]. On

the other hand, it has been suggested that the uncanny valley can be

utilised in applications where negative emotional reactions are desirable,

such as horror games [112]. However, this thesis points out that the pri-

mary emotional reaction to strangeness may be amusement instead of

fear or disgust. This has two practical implications. First, designers who

attempt to utilise the uncanny valley to create scary or disgusting char-

acters should make sure that they do not unintentionally create amusing

characters. Secondly, the uncanny valley could be utilised in comedy to

create more amusing characters.

4.3 Limitations

There are plenty of aspects to emotions, facial expressions, and facial ani-

mation, and not all of them are thoroughly considered in this thesis. More-

over, all studies were conducted using a limited set of stimuli, and there-

fore the results can not be directly generalised to other situations. Similar

studies with a wider selection of different virtual characters and different

facial expressions would provide more conclusive results.

Our studies on facial expression blends were based on one virtual char-

acter, whose accuracy in expressing the basic emotions was not perfect.

The recognition rates of the expressions of basic emotions were good com-

pared to the general level of virtual agents, but especially the facial ex-

pression of fear was poorly recognised. Therefore, our results are incom-

plete in regard to the blend of the facial expression of fear with other facial

expressions, and how these blends would be perceived.

The dynamic aspects of facial expressions were not thoroughly consid-
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ered in this thesis. In Publications III and IV we used static images of

facial expression, thus ignoring the role of motion. Based on previous lit-

erature, we postulated that insufficient amount of motion produces the

"lifeless" variety of uncanniness, but this assumption could not be empir-

ically verified using static stimuli.

In Publication II, we used short video clips that depicted the motion

from a neutral face to a peak expression of emotion, but the speed of mo-

tion was not carefully adjusted for optimal expression of each basic emo-

tion. Several studies have shown that the optimal onset duration for a

facial expression depends on the emotion. For example, sadness is more

accurately recognised from a slower video clip, while happiness is better

recognised from a fast sequence [53], sadness is perceived more natural

when it develops slower and surprise is perceived more natural in a fast

expression [101], and when people are allowed to adjust the speed of a

video clip to produce as realistic facial expression as possible, they choose

highest speed for surprise and slowest speed for sadness [49]. Consid-

ering these differences in the natural speed of expressing different basic

emotions, our blending method can be criticised for displaying both basic

emotions with the same speed. It might be more natural to blend them

considering the natural timing of each expression, so that for example in

the blend of sadness and surprise, the onset of surprise would be faster

than the onset of sadness.

Similarly, the synchronous activation of all action units within an ex-

pression of a basic emotion might not be optimal. While Paul Ekman

has stated that in an expression of a genuine, felt emotion, different ac-

tion units have ballistic trajectories and an apex overlap (e.g. [35]), other

studies have found different, asynchronous temporal patterns for differ-

ent basic emotions [37, 63].

Our studies were conducted using faces isolated from the body and con-

text. In natural situations, perception of emotion is also affected by head

movements, eye movements, gestures and voice as well as information

about the environment and context. Using these other cues alongside fa-

cial expressions would undoubtedly enable more effective expression of

basic emotion blends and complex emotions.

Finally, it is not clear whether our results can be generalised to dif-

ferent cultures. The universality of the basic emotions has been ques-

tioned when the recognition rates of basic emotions have been found to

be higher for the Western culture and lower for other cultures [52]. Thus,
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also the perception of blends probably varies across cultures. Our partic-

ipants represented the Western culture, except for Experiment 2 in Pub-

lication II, whose participants represented mixed cultures. The results

of Experiment 2 in Publication II may have been affected by the uncon-

trolled cultural background of the participants, as well as their command

of English. On the other hand, in all other experiments the participants

were predominantly Finnish, which may also have affected the results as

restrained emotional expression is typical for the Finnish culture.

4.4 Further Research

As the nature of this research was exploratory, the most obvious path for

further research would be to confirm and refine the findings with care-

fully designed stimuli and procedures. The stimuli should include facial

expressions from several different virtual characters, and the variation in

cultural background of the participants should be controlled for. Further

studies could also explore the effects of factors such as dynamics, voice,

context, gaze, and posture.

Further research on facial expression blends could explore why some

of the basic emotion blends seem to produce perceptions of complex emo-

tions and others do not. Our results imply that valence of the emotion

is a critical factor determining how a blend is perceived: a blend of two

emotions of similar valence (negative) was typically perceived as one ba-

sic emotion, while a combination of two different kinds of valence (positive

and negative, positive and neutral, or negative and neutral) was typically

perceived as either a complex emotion or a combination of two emotions.

This might have something to do with how similar or different the visual

features of the facial expressions are, or perhaps with the similarities of

and differences between the basic emotions themselves.

Regarding exaggeration of facial expressions, our study found that using

just exaggeration, the natural maximum intensity of human facial expres-

sions could not be exceeded without producing a perception of strangeness.

However, further research could focus on whether higher intensities of

emotion can be reached by using exaggeration together with other anima-

tion tricks.

Finally, regarding to the uncanny valley, there are two important di-

rections for further research on positive reactions to strangeness. First,

it should be examined what determines when an uncanny character ap-
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pears funny and amusing instead of eerie. Secondly, it would be very

interesting to further explore the role of mixed emotions (such as a slight

feeling of disgust or fear while generally feeling good) in causing funni-

ness and evoking a feeling of amusement. In theories of humour, the role

of ambivalent feelings is recognised [59], but in the context of the uncanny

valley, it has not been studied.
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5. Conclusion

The main goal of this dissertation was to explore how the facial displays

of virtual humans could be designed so that they would be capable of rich

emotional expression. This includes both a variety of different emotions

and a range of emotional intensities. My work has provided new insights

in both aspects.

The question of how to express a variety of different emotions was ad-

dressed by building a physically-based virtual face model that allows blend-

ing expressions of basic emotions without diluting them, and exploring

how these blends are perceived. Our results show that some of the blends

can produce perceptions of complex emotions, such as shame, malicious

joy or shock, indicating that the range of different emotions expressed

can indeed be expanded by blending expressions of basic emotions.

As for emotional intensities, my work focused on the well-known notion

that exaggeration is needed for less realistic characters to effectively ex-

press emotions, but exaggerating the expressions of more realistic charac-

ters would make them look strange. Our study was the first one to system-

atically explore how the perceived intensity and the perceived strangeness

vary with the character’s level of realism. We found that choosing the

right level of exaggeration for each level of realism, all levels of realism

can express roughly the same range of emotional intensity without look-

ing strange.

Finally, my thesis addressed the uncanny valley phenomenon, which

is closely related to different levels of realism in animation and the use

of exaggeration. Challenging the widespread view of the uncanny valley

including a perception of strangeness combined with a negative emotional

response, our results showed that a positive emotional reaction, such as

amusement, may sometimes be more prominent than negative emotions,

such as disgust and fear.
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Conclusion

The results of this thesis can be utilised in designing facial animation

with believable emotional expressions, which in turn can have a great

impact on the believability of the character and the effectiveness of the

animation in general. On the other hand, the theoretical contributions of

this thesis provide a fruitful ground for further research in the fields of fa-

cial expression blends, exaggeration of facial expressions and the uncanny

valley.
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